
Boréale
A refined design



reated in-house by our teams with a strong desire of new esthetic, 
the Boreale partition is characterized by its clean and smart lines. 

This partition allows space management with no visual 
disjunction for unique projects.

C

Acoustic and Design
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A curved glAss wAll 
All over the door

The Boreale frame innovative 
system minimizes the entire 
structure.
All the framed aluminum doors 
and hinged wooden doors are 
compatible with this doorframe.

the AlliAnce between 
design And Acoustics

A simple glass with fine joints until 
16 mm Silence allows the Boreale 
partition to realize high acoustics 
performances.



« Enhance your space management »

“

”

Boréale
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The Boreale partition gives a clean design to your space 
management.

Thanks to its thinness and its innovative design, the 
Boreale underscores transparency and brightness.



BoréaleBoréale(Tech  ) (DEscro  )
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Door Leaf
Tempered glazed door leaf, 40mm wooden 
door, framed aluminum door with simple 
or double glass

Doorframe
Self-locking reversible doorframes, 
height 2040mm with glazing fixed 
frame or full height edge to edge

Glass
Glass from 10mm to 88/2 Silence 

(for industrial style the adjunction of  an 
intermediate Column is necessary)

TYPE
Transparent modular partition, simple centered panel and thinner 
frame with a 48mm total thickness (possible in industrial glass style)

Framework   

Smooth high monobloc,
Smooth low, departures walls and intermediate posts with invisible 
clipped joint covers,
Glazing junction and cladding by an edge-to-edge system,
Self-locking reversible doorframes (mounting without posts) equipped 
with: 
-adjustable in height hinges, 
-isophonic joint (EPDM),
- anodized aluminum strike plates 
Options: for industrial style the adjunction of an intermediate
Column

GLASS
Tempered glass, from 10mm to 16mm
Options: acoustic glass

Solid Panels
Options: from 12mm to 16 mm chipboard, with melaminated 
or steel-faced panels…

DOORS 
Glazed Door leaf, 8mm glazed door thick
Options: 40mm thick laminated wooden door, simple or 
double glazed, framed aluminum door …

          
 
Acoustics
Refer to the data’s given by the glass and panels producers used. 



Boréale...La
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... In industrial glass style

To answer to the growing demand from our 
architect partners, we decided to create a 
new evolution to our Boreale partition.

Inspired by the industrial or artist’s studio 
style, this Boreale version fulfills its aesthetic 
role and guarantees the acoustic wellness 
for your workplace.
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